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Abstract— Indoor plants in homes and commercial buildings
such as malls, offices, airports, and hotels, can benefit from
precision irrigation to maintain healthy growth and reduce
water consumption. As active valves are too costly, and ongoing
precise manual adjustment of drip emitters is impractical,
we explore how the Toyota HSR mobile manipulator robot
can autonomously adjust low-cost passive emitters. To provide sufficient accuracy for gripper alignment, we designed a
lightweight, modular Emitter Localization Device (ELD) with
cameras and LEDs that can be non-invasively mounted on the
arm. This paper presents details of the design, algorithms,
and experiments with adjusting emitters using a two-phase
procedure: 1) aligning the robot base using the build-in hand
camera, and 2) aligning the gripper axis with the emitter axis
using the ELD. We report success rates and sensitivity analysis
to tune computer vision parameters and joint motor gains.
Experiments suggest that emitters can be adjusted with 95%
success rate in approximately 20 seconds.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Drip irrigation is the most widespread and well-known
irrigation method in agriculture, whereby water is delivered
to the plants via a network of perforated tubes [1]. The
amount of water delivered to each plant is regulated by
setting the irrigation timing — frequency and duration —
and by choosing the flow-rate of the drip irrigation emitter.
Precision irrigation is the selective control of individual
plants’ irrigation levels based on its needs.
The challenge of indoor precision irrigation is that physical
conditions can be highly variable between plants, often
even in the same proximity [2]. Plants irrigated by the
same tube may have different morphology, lighting, air
flow, or drainage, and therefore have different water-stress
levels under the same irrigation schedule. Near-infrared and
thermal sensing technologies can measure water-stress levels,
indicating the amount of water the plant needs [3]. Precision
irrigation then has the potential to close the sensing–actuation
loop, and optimize and equalize water-stress levels across
plants at the single-plant resolution. This would prevent
over-watering, reduce fresh water usage, and increase plant
vitality.
To adjust the irrigation level per plant we propose using
adjustable passive flow-rate drip irrigation emitters (Figure 1b, 2b) which cost under $0.30. The flow-rate can be
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Fig. 1: Emitter Localization Device (ELD). (a) Front view of
the CAD model of the ELD. Mounted on the ELD body are
two color cameras facing inwards, five LEDs, an Arduino
board, and LED drivers. (b) ELD mounted on a Toyota
Human Support Robot (HSR) gripper using a Velcro strap.
(c) The HSR grasping the red cap of a drip irrigation emitter.
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changed by rotating the emitter cap. This is much more cost
effective than active irrigation valves at about $30 per unit.
In this paper we present a novel approach to adjusting
emitters using an autonomous mobile robotic manipulator.
We propose a procedure where the robot positions its base
in front of an emitter, then reaches the emitter, grasps it, and
rotates the emitter cap to the desired angle.
We present the Emitter Localization Device (ELD), a
custom sensing and lighting system that is mountable on a
manipulator having a parallel jaw gripper. We also propose
vision and control algorithms for autonomously reaching
and grasping emitters. We implemented this approach on a
Toyota Human Support Robot (HSR1 ), and used it to tune
parameters and evaluate the system in experiments reported
in this paper.
This paper makes three contributions:
1) Emitter Localization Device (ELD). We present a
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1 http://www.toyota-global.com/innovation/partner_
robot/family_2.html

